**Topic: SMPTE Toronto - Gadget Night**

**Date:** Tuesday, April 11th 2017  
**Time:** 7:00pm (*Pizza & Pop Dinner is provided at 6:30pm*)

**Location:** Third Floor, room RCC-361 Ryerson University 80 Gould St  
Toronto, ON [Note Room location]

**Arranged By:** Peter Armstrong and Craig Jasman  
**Sponsor:** SMPTE Toronto Section 2018 Technical Seminar

The Toronto Section of SMPTE is holding its third "Gadget Night" Tuesday, April 11th 2017. This is a concept that has been popular in other SMPTE sections and we hope it will be the same in Toronto.

Participants will bring an item that is a new product or something with a "cool factor".

Each presenter will present their product and answer questions. There will be a time limit per presentation.

Scheduled participants include:

- Matthew Bush of Triangle Post - HDR  
- Brian Chahley DAV Solutions - Optical storage  
- Brian Young Vistek - Pro Camera products  
- Craig Jasman - innovation in grid tied solar systems  
- Luke Sackrider - Coding a homebrew close captioning utility

The SMPTE Board of Managers will meet in Room RCC-102 starting at 4:45 PM.  
*Pizza & Pop Dinner is provided at 6:30pm. There is no break between presentations.*